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Discover Aimi, our avant-garde chair and armchair designed to redefine elegance and comfort. Visually light yet exceptionally comfort-

able, Aimi boasts a remarkable design that e�ortlessly blends aesthetics with functionality. 

Aimi  collection
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Introducing Oscar, a bold reinterpretation of a 

classic armchair, drawing inspiration from 

modernist architecture. With clean lines and 

functional elegance, Oscar seamlessly marries 

timeless design with contemporary comfort

Introducing Vertigo, our striking armchair inspired 

by the brutalist movement, where raw concrete 

aesthetics meet unparalleled comfort. �e bold, 

sculptural design of Vertigo encapsulates the 

essence of brutalism, creating a visually compelling 

statement piece
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Nusa is our latest table collection, where Southeast Asian inspiration meets modern cra�smanship. Each table intricately weaves an 

ancient marqueterie technique, seamlessly blending two distinctive woods. Immerse your space in the rich cultural tapestry and 

contemporary elegance of Nusa, where tradition and modernity converge harmoniously.
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Introducing Camelia, a chair that gracefully embodies the essence of the Romantic period, channeling its ideals of passion and elegance. 

With its sensuous curves and intricate detailing, Aimee invites you to indulge in a sensory experience, capturing the romantic spirit in 

every sit. 
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